Wolf Neckerchief Slide

For young scouts, it might be helpful to have the pattern traced on the leather beforehand.

Also, be careful using hot glue with scouts. Webelos might be able to use the hot glue gun (depending on their temperament) but for younger scouts an adult should do the gluing.

Materials

- Pieces of leather
- scissors
- glue
- craft eyes
- black markers
- hot glue gun
- pattern (see below)

Instructions

1. Trace the pattern on to the leather pieces
2. Cut out the leather pieces as traced
3. Glue on the craft eyes
4. Draw on nose, ears, and other features
5. Use the hot glue to glue the ends of the leather strip together to make a loop (diameter should be about ½ inch)
6. Use hot glue to attach the loop to the back of the wolf head

Pattern